Getting Started with the Learning Ally Audiobook Solution is as easy as 1, 2, 3!

The Learning Ally Administrator helps to keep the implementation of the Learning Ally Audiobook Solution on track by ensuring educators and families are engaged in supporting students’ reading.

**STEP 1** Understand the Learning Ally Audiobook Solution

The Learning Ally Audiobook Solution is a proven-multi-sensory reading resource for struggling readers. Composed of human-read audiobooks, student-centric features and a suite of teacher resources, it’s designed to help students in any instructional setting, including general education settings, become more engaged learners and achieve their academic potential. Watch this video for a quick reminder about the power of human-read audiobooks.

**STEP 2** Set up your school for success

- Work with your Data Manager to understand the chosen Learning Ally integration method to create, update, and log in your educators and students.
- Review Learning Ally’s eligibility guide to determine student eligibility
- Ensure Devices are ready and students know how to use the audiobook app.
- Monitor student progress from your dashboard to help students build their reading habits and achieve reading with frequency. Educator usage can be monitored from Manage Educators.

**STEP 3** Encourage family engagement

Resources for Families:
- View this 5 minute video (English or Spanish) to learn how to get your child reading.
- Download the Learning Ally Audiobook App.
- Watch this video with your child to show how to get reading.
- Find a great first book to get your child reading! Use this Family Information Packet to find book recommendations, device requirements and a user guide.
- Check out Learning Ally Reading Programs to keep students motivated throughout the year
- Motivate your child to read with additional resources.
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